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Abstract 

This st dy  ses an error-annotated, mass-media s bset of a sentence-aligned, m lti-parallel 

learner translator corp s, to reveal so rce lang age items that are challenging in English-to-

R ssian translation. O r data incl des m ltiple translations to most challenging so rce 

sentences, distilled from a large collection of st dent translations on the basis of error 

statistics. This sample was s bjected to man al contrastive-comparative analysis, which 

res lted in a list of English items that were diffic lt to st dents. The o tcome of the analysis 

was compared to the topics disc ssed in dozens of translation textbooks that are 

recommended to BA and specialist-degree st dents in R ssia at the initial stage of 

professional ed cation. We disc ss items that deserve more prominence in training as well as 

items that call for improvements to traditional learning activities. This st dy presents 
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evidence that a more empirically-motivated design of practical translation syllab s as part of 

translator ed cation is req ired. 

Keywords 

translator ed cation, learner translator corp s, translation error analysis, m lti-parallel 

corp s, error-prone so rce items, translation competence 

1. Aims and Motivation 

Translation st dents are typically introd ced to a set of so rce lang age (SL) items that are 

likely to ca se diffic lties in translation and provoke vario s errors. These diffic lt-to-

translate items are  sed to develop a professional approach to translation, in which a learner 

can recognise a new translation problem by analogy and is able to come  p with a sol tion 

coherent with some selected translation strategy. However, with learning time and effort 

limited, it makes sense to choose didactic items caref lly and target those that most often lead 

to lower-q ality translations. 

This st dy aims to identify the SL items that ca se the most problems in st dent 

translations based on a significant amo nt of corp s data. We regard this work as a step 

towards a more empirically-motivated ed cational c rric l m which recognises the “areas of 

the learning c rric l m where teaching is most needed” (Castagnoli et al. 2011, 234). 

We believe that corp s approaches help to overcome limitations of individ al 

st dies, based on translation errors in a specific translation task, which may or may not be 

characteristic of a specific st dent pop lation. While we accept that teachers’ professional 

int ition and experience can be a powerf l tool in detecting common problems, introspective 

approaches that are not s pported by s fficient evidence are prone to biases and co ld lack 

j stification. 
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This st dy is positioned at the interface of corp s ling istics and applied translation 

st dies: we employ a tomatic approaches to text processing, data extraction and sampling, as 

well as man al analysis. The data consisted of SL sentences that most st dents fo nd 

challenging j dging by the relatively low q ality of their translations. O r estimation of 

translation q ality was based on error annotations prod ced as feedback to st dents in a real-

life practical translation co rse over a period of six years (2013-2018). The st dents who 

contrib ted data to the corp s were final-year BA or specialist-degree translation st dents 

(R ssian L1) from the University of Ty men (R ssia). 

The novelty of o r approach consists in identifying SL-related translation problems that 

st dents systematically fail to solve and then contrasting these problems with a list of error-

prone SL items that practical translation textbooks tend to foc s on the most. These SL items 

also constit te the content of training received by the st dents who contrib ted data to this 

st dy. Do translation textbooks foc s on the translation diffic lties that st dents act ally 

str ggle with the most? We also offer an error-annotation-based method to red ce a large 

m lti-parallel corp s to a non-random sample of especially challenging so rce sentences, 

manageable in man al analysis. 

The rest of the article is str ct red as follows. In the next section we overview learner 

translator corp s projects, especially those feat ring error annotation, and their applications 

in translation st dies. Section 3 provides details on the data  sed in this st dy: translation 

textbooks  sed to generate an inventory of SL-related diffic lties and the data sample 

extracted from a large error-annotated learner corp s. Section 4 presents the research 

methodology and res lts, while Section 5 disc sses the observed areas of persistent diffic lty 

in relation to what is act ally ta ght at the initial stage of practical translation ed cation. 

Finally, Section 6 offers a brief s mmary of this st dy and o tlines its findings. 
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2. Related Work 

In this section we overview research related to learner translator corpora, with a foc s on 

error-annotation projects and st dies dealing with challenging SL items. 

2.1 Error-Annotated Learner Translator Corpora 

Error-annotated and graded st dent translations are becoming increasingly pop lar to b ild 

research corpora. 

The pioneering MeLLange project (Castagnoli et al. 2011)1 inspired half a dozen other 

learner translator corp s initiatives (W rm 2013; Lapshinova-Kolt nski 2013; Stepankova 

2014; Esp nya 2014; K t zov and K nilovskaya 2014, Fict mova et al. 2017), many of 

which carry error annotation. More recent additions to this family of corpora are described in 

Granger and Lefer (2018) and Alf raih (2020). 

Most of these projects rely on the o tp ts of translation-teaching frameworks as their 

so rce of error-annotated data. The choice of error taxonomy  nderlying a learner translator 

corp s or an annotation project covering st dent translations is governed by st dies and 

observations from translator ed cation, teaching proced res in place and criteria for 

translation q ality assessment (TQA). 

One of the early and comprehensive overviews of h man translation eval ation 

methods in ed cational contexts is offered by Secara (2005). That work also contained a 

description of MeLLange error typology, which was s bseq ently  sed in many learner 

translator projects (see Stepankova 2014; Fict mova et al. 2017; Verplaetse and Lambrechts 

2019). 

Typically, error classifications designed for annotating st dent translations incl de two 

broad, empirically-j stified categories (based on Gideon To ry’s [1995] principles of 

1 http://corp s.leeds.ac. k/mellange/abo t_mellange.html 
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adeq acy and acceptability): (1) content errors, “those which misrepresent the meaning (or 

style) of the so rce” (Chesterman 2010), and reflect the relations between so rce and target 

texts (adeq acy/acc racy aspect of q ality); and (2) lang age errors that reflect readability 

(fl ency) and ling istic ‘well-formedness’ of the translated text; these errors can be revealed 

thro gh comparison with non-translations in the target lang age (TL). 

The s bcategories of content errors sometimes incl de pragmatic s b-types, dealing 

with f nctional and comm nicative aspects of texts. In line with f nctional translation 

theories, it is accepted that translation q ality, first and foremost, is dependent on the 

extraling istic context of translation, incl ding the p rpose of translation, the intended 

a dience and the medi m (pragmatic aspect of q ality,  s ally referred to as adeq acy in 

Translation St dies (TS)). For example, in  PF Learner Translation Corpus, the error 

categories cover sol tions that “compromise content, q ality of ling istic and c lt ral 

expression and s itability for the p rposes of the translation” (Esp nya 2014, 36). 

Error-annotated corpora of learner translations are often created in the context of, and 

directly  sed in, translation-teaching frameworks: annotated translations are made available 

to st dents as a form of feedback, error statistics are  sed for tracking and analysing st dents’ 

individ al progress, and corp s data is  sed for generating exercises and tests (K t zov and 

K nilovskaya 2014; Fict mova et al. 2017). 

However, the s bseq ent st dies based on these reso rces are scarce: we were able to 

identify only a handf l of st dies in English that relied on existing error-annotated learner 

translator corpora in order to inform the ed cation process. 

W rm (2020)  sed several h ndreds of annotated translations to test two ass mptions 

on translation competence acq isition. She compared error statistics for gro ps of translator 

trainees with different backgro nds and grades to see whether the trainees’ profiles correlated 
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with the translation q ality. She also meas red the effects of intensive training on some 

aspects of st dents’ performance, incl ding q ality and speed of translation. 

Kübler et al. (2018) described a teaching framework for specialised translation training, 

which centred on  sing comparable specialised corpora in the translation process and 

incl ded a learner component  sed to eval ate the o tp ts. The a thors reported error-

analysis res lts for learner translations prod ced in different scenarios (with and witho t 

specialised corpora). They fo nd clear evidence in favo r of corp s  se d ring translation 

prod ction. The n mber of errors when  sing a corp s was lower for many error types, 

partic larly: terms translated by a non-term; incorrect collocation; incorrect choice; and 

preposition errors. The paper s ggests that error analysis can be informative with regard to 

SL  nits and lang age feat res that are partic larly problematic for st dents. One example 

given by the a thors linked many cases of “distortion” errors to the erroneo s analysis of 

complex no n phrases (NPs). However, this direction of research was not developed: the 

a thors foc s on presenting corp s-based activities designed to address the most salient error 

types s ch as incorrect collocation. 

A similar st dy is reported by Verplaetse and Lambrechts (2019). They investigated the 

impact of monoling al corp s reso rces and comp ter-assisted translation tools integrated 

into the translation process on the q ality of the o tcome. To this end, the a thors annotated 

st dent translations into D tch for several short fragments of English medical and legal texts. 

There are several reasons that make the  se of error-tagged corpora in q antitative 

research problematic. Even if error annotation is implemented to prod ce a machine-readable 

o tp t, h man errors are too idiosyncratic and defy generalisations, especially given typically 

small amo nts of annotated data available. Then, there are always iss es with reliability and 

validity of annotations prod ced o tside properly controlled settings (for more on this, see 

Kübler et al. [2018] and W rm [2020]). Another limitation of a typical error annotation set p 
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is no access to the so rce lang age: the annotation is  s ally performed on the target 

lang age of a parallel corp s, and it is diffic lt to identify SL items or phenomena that 

provoke errors. The overview of research in this field indicates that many researchers often 

rely on the ‘brat’ annotation tool (Daems et al. 2017; Kübler et al. 2018; Verplaetse and 

Lambrechts 2019), which does not accept bitext formats as inp t. Arg ably, identifying the 

factors that systematically affect the q ality of translations and increase the error rate, 

incl ding error-prone so rce text items, is one of the main p rposes of s ch research. 

This paper intends to bridge this gap. It exploits an existing error-annotated learner 

translator corp s to determine which SL  nits and feat res are most challenging for st dents. 

We want to highlight that it might be a good idea to rely on the annotation set ps that allow 

for the adding of tags on both sides of a parallel corp s. 

2.2 Error Annotation for Identification of Error-Prone SL Items 

In this section we foc s on one of the major intended  ses of error-annotated data, namely, 

identification of error-prone SL items. 

The description of error-prone SL items is often gro nded in the concept of ‘translation 

problems/iss es’. However, this term appears to be ambig o s in the literat re disc ssing 

translation-error annotation or translator ed cation: it can be  sed to indicate (i) a translation 

error (or annotated sol tion) marked on the TL side of the parallel corp s or (ii) a translation 

challenge that can be defined following Nord (1991, 166) as “an objective (or inter-

s bjective) transfer task which every translator (irrespective of their level of competence and 

of the technical working conditions) has to solve d ring a partic lar translation process.” 

Both types of problems are indiscriminately incl ded in the lang age-pair-aware annotation 

scheme in Popović (2017). Error-prone SL items can be viewed as a so rce of translation 
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problems, with the latter  nderstood as transfer tasks regarding ling istic  nits and 

phenomena of vario s types that may or may not lead to translation errors. 

The typical so rces of problems in translator ed cation provide  sef l insights for the 

c rric l m, and more specifically in the design of exercises or tests. In many cases, 

researchers start with a set of SL items known to ca se problems in translation. Beeby et al. 

(2005) introd ce the concept of ‘rich points’, defined as a varied selection of translation 

challenges that do not have immediate and acceptable sol tions. They man ally annotated a 

sample of parallel texts for a set of pre-defined ‘rich points’ to explore the specificity of the 

‘decision-taking’ variable of translation competence as compared to the competence of other 

lang age professionals. 

An alternative approach to reveal the SL items that infl ence the q ality of translations 

is adopted in corp s-based TS and q ality eval ation and is closely related to the concept of 

interference, one of the basic tendencies in translation proposed by To ry (1995). Translation 

problems within this approach are identified as deviations from the expected TL norm 

represented by the reference corp s. In translator ed cation, this method, pioneered by 

Bowker (2001), is designed to help st dents prod ce more fl ent and adeq ate renditions, 

especially in specialised translation. Teachers are enco raged to resort to reference corpora to 

s pport and j stify their j dgments abo t translation sol tions offered by st dents. While this 

approach does not compare so rce text (ST) and target text (TT), and, therefore, does not 

acco nt for acc racy errors, it is reported to be promising for eval ating learner translations 

(see Scarpa 2006). Learner translations are known to be distinct from professional o tp t in 

terms of fl ency to a greater degree than in terms of acc racy as demonstrated by Carl and 

B ch-Kromann (2010). From the ed cational perspective, being aware of typical translational 

tendencies can help red ce the specific foreign so nd of translations. 
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A good example of this line of research is presented in Rabadán, Labrador, and Ramón 

(2009). The a thors explore the freq encies of translation sol tions for three pre-selected 

grammatical error-triggers in English-Spanish translation (q antifiers, modifiers of no ns and 

the translation of the English simple past form) employing  nivariate analysis. They relate 

any deviations from the freq encies of the same items in comparable non-translations to one 

of the known tendencies in translated lang age (simplification, interference and  nder- se of 

TL  niq e feat res, respectively). Related research following this approach incl des Gledhill 

(2011), Cappelle and Loock (2017), De S tter et al. (2017), K nilovskaya and K t zov 

(2017) and K nilovskaya, Morgo n and Pariy (2018). 

To the best of o r knowledge, there is no extensive research on error-prone SL items 

s pported by evidence from a parallel corp s and translation q ality information. Most of the 

existing research is foc sed on the in-depth analysis of several hand-picked ‘ s al s spects’ 

and does not disc ss the relative importance of these pre-selected SL items in comparison 

with other translation problems. The novelty of o r approach consists in verifying the 

translation problems addressed in translation textbooks and ro tinely covered in training 

against evidence from a learner corp s. This research project starts with a comprehensive list 

of SL items that are disc ssed as potential translation problems in a large collection of 

translation textbooks. Then, we compare them to the act al iss es revealed thro gh 

contrastive analysis of challenging so rce sentences and their st dent translations. 

3. Data 

This section offers a description of the empirical fo ndations of o r work, which aims to 

reveal major SL-related ‘areas of diffic lty’ enco ntered by st dents and to contrast them to 

the content of training the st dents received prior to prod cing translations  sed in this st dy. 
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3.1 Textbooks on Translation Practice 

A collection of practical textbooks on English-to-R ssian translation was  sed to extract the 

didactic items s ggested by the a thors as possible training content. The collection feat red 

textbooks on the recommended reading lists of the co rses offered to o r st dents. This 

collection was extended to incl de editions generally available on the internet and in the 

University library to demonstrate that o r st dents’ training followed the established 

practices and to offer more options for analysis in this work. To this end, we searched the 

R ssian Book Chamber bibliographic catalog es for phrases typically incl ded in the titles of 

didactic literat re in this area of st dy. We also performed additional searches online for the 

same key phrases to complement the list with the books for the years missing from the 

catalog e and any omissions. As a res lt, a collection of more than 180 books p blished in 

R ssia between 1963 and 2020 was compiled. The books were filtered to retain only those 

that target o r st dent pop lation: BA or specialist st dents on a professional translation 

degree programme. We excl ded the textbooks that: (1) targeted general and non-specialist 

a diences, incl ding st dents of part-time and non-core co rses (s ch as English for Special 

P rposes, or where translation is essentially  sed for lang age learning); (2) addressed the 

translation of texts from specific domains (fiction, medical, engineering); or (3) dealt with 

interpreting and hybrid modes of translation (a diovis al translation, s btitling). 

Additionally, while o r aim was to reveal empirically-identifiable SL items that constit te the 

content of training  s ally covered in introd ctory practical translation co rses d ring the 

pen ltimate year of st dy, we also excl ded seven textbooks beca se they did not explicitly 

deal with ST problems and foc sed the higher levels of ST analysis. These editions are 

 s ally recommended for advanced translator training, which b ilds on the f ndamentals for 

which we tested in this st dy. For example, Ps rtsev (2013) in his textbook disc ssed 

translation strategies and addressed the textbook to final-year translation st dents. 
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These selection criteria narrowed down the material to 46 textbooks on methodology 

and translation practice designed for specialist/BA translation degree st dents or for 

translation teachers dealing with the technological aspects of solving standard translation 

problems in English-to-R ssian translation.2 All textbooks rely on a thentic so rces of 

examples that are selected to demonstrate the disc ssed translation diffic lties; the 

overwhelming majority of them offer sentence-level activities or disc ssions. Half of the 

books (24) were p blished in the last decade (2011-2020), and ten of the books date from 

2001-2010. The least prod ctive decade was from 1981 to 1990 with only one p blication, 

while the late 60s and 70s prod ced six books that proved to be highly infl ential. O r 

analysis wo ld s ggest that these p blications are shaped the content of the translation 

textbooks that followed to a considerable extent. 

3.2 Learner Translations 

3.2.1 Filtering 

The learner data was extracted from the error-annotated part of the R ssian Learner 

Translator Corp s (RusLTC, K t zov and K nilovskaya 2014)3 following a set of data-

selection criteria: 

 homogeneity (in terms of register and learner): the STs were p blished in the 

broadsheet mass media (s ch as The Guardian, The New York Times, The 

Economist) and incl de arg mentative essays, informational and ed cational texts, 

interviews and film reviews. All translations were prod ced by final-year 

BA/specialist degree st dents (R ssian L1) majoring in translation. Their 

ed cational backgro nd incl ded intensive English and practical translation training 

2 The f ll list can be accessed here: dev.r s-ltc.org/static/misc/textbooks46.pdf 
3 www.r s-ltc.org/search 
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as well as a theoretical co rse in translation, which had introd ced them to typical 

problems in English-to-R ssian translation; 

 evidence from m ltiple translations to overcome possible idiosyncrasies: each 

so rce had at least five translations with complete annotations; 

 independent work: all translations were prod ced in exam, test or translation contest 

settings (as opposed to texts disc ssed in class prior to final s bmission). 

This selection proced re yielded 34 English so rces with 413 m ltiple translations, their sizes 

ranging from 127 to 712 tokens (averaging at 407) and totalling 168,000 R ssian words. This 

s bcorp s incl ded 8,561  niq e sentence pairs for the total 813 English sentences. Table 1 

details the size of the m lti-parallel data, extracted from RusLTC. 

3.2.2 Error Annotation 

The error annotation  sed in this st dy was prod ced within the learning and eval ation 

environment created for the practical translation co rse and for the ann al translation contest 

assignments in 2013-2018 by three translation lect rers, incl ding the a thors of this article. 

The  nderlying error taxonomy is an adaptation of the well-known MeLLange classification 

(Castagnoli et al. 2011). It is a three-level hierarchy spanning 30 error types. There is also a 

special category of ‘good sol tions’ (k dos) for positive eval ation of st dents’ work. It is 

 sed to highlight adeq ate sol tions that are original and creative, especially in cases when 

most st dents failed to overcome a problem. The top-level distinction is made between 

content errors and lang age errors. A detailed description of the RusLTC classification as 

well as the annotation g idelines are available on the project website4. 

Table 1. M lti-parallel learner s bcorp s  sed in this research 

4 https://www.r s-ltc.org/static/html/abo t.html 
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texts sentences words error tags/k dos 

English 34 813 15,564 -

R ssian 413 8,561 168,447 8,482/529 

The annotation was performed in a brat online environment (Stenetorp 2012), which 

allowed collaboration and o tp t stand-off annotation files for each translation. The 

annotation tool was set  p to provide for assigning error severity (weight) attrib te. It is a 

three-member scale which differentiates critical, major and minor errors. Critical content 

errors are detrimental to the transfer of the original message, ; they significantly misrepresent 

the content of the ST, when key information of any type appears lost or mis nderstood. 

Lang age errors are critical if they are obvio sly binary (Pym 1992), violate a basic r le of 

the TL, or immediately spring to the reader’s eye witho t being typos. Sol tions annotated as 

minor errors (or not at all) are rather recommendations for possible improvements or non-

binary errors. 

While the majority of the texts were marked  p by one annotator, a portion of the data 

(44 translations of seven English so rce texts) was cross-annotated by three experts and  sed 

to st dy inter-annotator agreement. On the average, the agreement between raters was over 

Krippendorff’s alpha > 0.6 (see a detailed description in K nilovskaya 2015). 

3.2.3 Downsizing to a Non-Random Sample for Manual Analysis 

As the s bcorp s extracted from RusLTC was too big for man al analysis, we had to define a 

sample that wo ld give an idea of where the st dents failed most. In similar circ mstances, 

corp s researchers rely on random sampling. In this section we propose a more j stified 

approach to downsizing the data,  sing an index of source sentence complexity. 
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So rce sentence complexity index (CI) is a normalised and weighted relative score 

based on the error statistics from all available translations. It is calc lated as follows: 

CI = (minor x 1 + major x 2 + critical x 3)/N 

where N is the total n mber of translations available for a so rce sentence and minor, 

major and critical are error attrib tes reflecting the impact of each error on the overall 

translation q ality. 

From each ST, we extracted the top five sentences with the highest complexity score. 

The parameters of the final data appear in Table 3. 

Table 3. Downsized sample of learner data for man al analysis 

sentences words error tags 

English 170 5,568 -

R ssian 1,524 47,755 3,955 

To demonstrate that this sample aggregates the negative properties of the learner data, we 

compared the error statistics from all annotated data (see Table 1) to the selection of 

translations for the most challenging so rce sentences (see Table 3). As seen in Table 4, the 

selected sample (17.8% of all target sentences) had almost 45% of all annotated errors. The 

relatively high proportion of good sol tions in this dataset indicates that a few st dents 

managed to overcome the translation problems that were pervasive among their peers. 

Table 4. Distrib tion of errors in downsized sample compared to s bcorp s (100%) 

Sample S bcorp s 

target sentences 1,524 (17.8%) 8,561 

content errors 1,653 (46.15%) 3,582 
lang age errors 2,302 (43.57%) 5,284 
total 3,955 (44.9%) 8,806 

good sol tions 123 (25.73%) 478 
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This dataset was arranged in a table, where each so rce sentence was aligned with all 

available translations. Each translation was characterised by additional information from the 

annotation files, incl ding annotated spans, assigned error types, and the annotator comments 

(if available). However, this information did not constrain the annotators in their task and was 

viewed as optional. 

4. Methodology and Results 

The methodology of this st dy consisted of: 

1. obtaining a representative and relevant collection of translation textbooks; 

2. drawing  p a list of the most addressed translation iss es to be  sed in annotation of 

parallel data; 

3. b ilding a register-homogeneo s error-annotated corp s of independent m ltiple 

st dent translations; 

4. red cing the selected s bcorp s described in Section 3.2 to a motivated sample 

manageable in man al analysis; 

5. performing man al contrastive-comparative analysis of so rce sentences and their 

translations to annotate ST phenomena that triggered inadeq acies in translations; 

6. comparing the freq ency lists of problems disc ssed in the textbooks with the list of 

problems revealed in parallel data analysis. 

4.1 Textbook Analysis 

To define a comprehensive set of didactic items commonly fo nd in the textbooks, we 

examined their contents and noted the ling istic and translation phenomena disc ssed in each 

p blication. For the p rposes of this research, we defined a didactic  nit as a named shift 
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(translation sol tion) or a foc sed SL item with dedicated exercises or some reasonably 

extended disc ssion. 

More than half of the textbooks reflected the problematic SL feat res at the top level of 

their str ct re. According to the prefaces, the choice of the iss es was motivated by the 

a thors’ experience and the res lts of cross-ling istic contrastive analysis as well as the  s al 

workload on the respective co rse. The average n mber of topics covered per book was ten. 

These textbooks wo ld typically disc ss contrastive aspects of a given SL phenomenon or 

feat re, highlight its less obvio s  ses, reveal the pitfalls aro nd it and offer worked- p 

examples and explanations followed by materials for independent activities. 

The major diffic lties in identifying didactic items and eval ating their salience had to 

do with the differences in the gran larity of approach and terminological variants. For 

example, it is common to treat each English non-finite form or cla se separately, especially in 

the grammar-oriented textbooks. However, sometimes they are bro ght to the learners’ 

attention as a single SL phenomenon, which can be potentially dangero s in translation. 

Several relevant textbooks followed a different approach to translator ed cation. 

Namely: (i) nine books were designed aro nd translational shifts, i.e. types of standard ways 

to solve translation problems like the ones disc ssed in (Pym 2018), incl ding transcription, 

mod lation and sentence splitting; (ii) eight books employed text-based exercises (as opposed 

to sentence-level activities typical to the majority of the books) or disc ssed complex and 

abstract str ct res rather than s rface items and categories, and (iii) six books targeted 

teachers rather than st dents and disc ssed the best ways to arrange translator ed cation. The 

analysis of their contents, nonetheless, revealed the SL items that the a thors consider to be 

worth highlighting. 

The res lting list of the most-addressed diffic lties is based on the close analysis of 

46 translation textbooks that are designed to help translation degree st dents at the beginning 
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of their professional training ( s ally in the pen ltimate year of st dy on a BA programme) 

to recognise and overcome standard translation problems related to the SL. 

We identified 41 didactic items and ordered them according to the freq ency of 

appearance in the textbooks. On average a didactic item from this list appeared in 13.5 books, 

the maxim m being 34 and minim m being 1. 

In keeping with the approach taken by the textbooks, the items were arranged into two 

gro ps: grammar (25 iss es in 39 books) and lexis and stylistics (16 iss es in 31 books). In 

cases when an item fell  nder different categories with different a thors, we co nted how 

often that item was treated as belonging to, for instance, a grammatical or stylistic category. 

Table 2. The didactic  nits addressed in the textbooks 

Grammar Freq. Lexis and style Freq. 
non-finite forms and 34 false friends 26 
cla ses 
complex NP 32 neologisms 24 
modal verbs 28 idioms and proverbs 24 
ambig o s f nction words 25 ambig ity 20 
passive voice 25 SL-specific items 17 
determiners 24 proper names 11 
ca sative constr ctions 15 metaphor and 9 

metonymy 
emphatic means 14 other stylistic tropes 8 
elliptical cla ses 14 (economic/political) 5 

terms 
comparative constr ctions 9 collocational 5 

differences 
information str ct re 8 disco rse markers 4 
complex syntax 7 paired synonyms 3 
prop words 5 cliché 3 
contrastive word order 4 archaisms 1 
tenses (inc. seq ence of) 4 abbreviations 1 
negation 4 differences in 1 

conventionalised 
referencing 

non-h man s bjects as 3 
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acting agents 
n mber of (abstract) no ns 3 
s bj nctive mood 3 
descriptive (adverbial) 3 
verbs 
non-homogeneo s verbal 2 
complements 
nominalisation 2 
economy of grammatical 1 
expression 
contrastive  se of prono ns 1 
adverbial adjectives 1 

Table 2 presents all identified didactic items attrib ted to the ling istic levels, as it is done in 

the textbooks, along with the n mber of mentions in o r textbook collection. 

While most categories in Table 2 are self-explanatory, we wo ld like to comment on 

some of them (see Section 5 for more details). Many textbooks agree that one of the most 

challenging English syntactic str ct res is the complex NP, which is also recognised as a 

translation diffic lty in a sidenote by Kübler et al. (2018) for English-to-French translation. It 

is a strong contrastive point with the R ssian lang age which cannot create phrases s ch as 

tree-lined avenues, a fierce ‘love-me-love-my-dog’ look, or the target growth rate with 

similar ease. The ambig ity of content words (s ch as funny, token, interest) as well as 

f nction words (especially conj nctions s ch as while, as, since) is another very commonly-

addressed iss e. Unlike the previo s case, in which the problem can hardly remain  nnoticed, 

polysemy or context al overtones can go  ndetected and res lt in semantically less acc rate 

or incoherent renditions. For example, in o r material flim-flam survey data which in the 

context denoted ‘ nreliable data’ was translated as ‘false, intentionally deceptive or 

amate rish data’. 

The practical translation co rse that was offered to the st dents who contrib ted data 

had a foc s on the types of translation sol tions rather than on the challenging SL items (see 
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Ily shchenya 2017). The latter were disc ssed as typical  se cases for specific translation 

sol tions. For example, the r les of English-R ssian transcription and transliteration were 

introd ced in conj nction with the disc ssion of (1) proper names in English texts. The 

importance of context and the choice of context al variants was demonstrated on a set of (2) 

polysemo s items (rich food, so t pressure) and (3) ‘false friends’ (notation, public debt, 

accurate data). Vario s types of transformations, defined as legitimate and motivated 

deviations from the formal correspondence between ST and TT, were ta ght in activities 

based on (4) English highly ambig o s semantically weak words (thing, stuff, get), (5) 

neologisms and new coinages, incl ding fig rative  ses (pyramidologists, voluntarily 

leisured, “disposable” workforce), (6) determiners, (7) passives, (8) ca sative constr ctions, 

(9) specificity of English tense and aspect categories, (10) non-finite verbs and constr ctions 

and (11) attrib tive no n phrases. These 11 feat res are displayed in the  pper part of Table 

2, which indicates that this co rse follows the established tradition with regard to the content 

selection. The ta ght syllab s as presented above was also stable thro gho t the data 

collection years. 

4.2 Learner Data: Man al Analysis 

The tab lated data described in Section 3.2.3 was s bmitted to man al analysis by three 

experts with experience in translator ed cation. The experts were provided with examples 

and descriptions of the 41 grammatical and lexico-stylistic English categories from the 

textbooks and were offered training prior to the task. For each so rce sentence, the experts, 

working independently, were instr cted to compare all available translations to each other 

and to the so rce, and to identify the parts of the so rce sentences that appeared to 

consistently trigger inadeq acies in translations. The respective SL elements were highlighted 

and categorised  sing the inventory of SL items derived from the textbooks. 
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For example, eight translators o t of ten did not s ccessf lly resolve ambig ity of funny 

in: I hunted out the longest titles and the authors with the funniest names, I scoured the 

library for completely unread books. Despite the context al indications to the contrary (the 

speaker describes his attempts to become a book-learned intellect al), st dents translated the 

adjective as забавный, смешной, нелепый with the meaning ‘ca sing la ghter or 

am sement’, instead of opting for the other, less familiar meaning ‘diffic lt to explain or 

 nderstand’. In the same sentence, five translators had diffic lties rendering the phrase 

unread books, which feat red a special type of modifier, sometimes referred to as adverbial 

adjectives (cf. to stretch a careless hand, an attempted overthrow, an ill-conceived 

production). Instead of context ally acceptable and str ct rally transformed variants similar 

to книг, которые никто никогда не читал [books that nobody has read], they offered a 

variety of sol tions wanting for vario s reasons: в поисках абсолютно нетронутых 

экземпляров [in search of absolutely untouched copies] (choice of word), что-то 

совершенно новое, мною непрочитанное [something totally new, unread by me] 

(distortion, awkward str ct re), в поисках непрочитанных книг [in search of unread books] 

( nclear). 

We relied on the experts’ discretion to decide whether a s fficient n mber of translators 

st mbled over a SL item to consider it a persistent error-trigger. However, the disc ssed and 

agreed threshold was abo t half of the translations for each so rce sentence. It was explained 

by the varying n mber of translations available for so rce sentences (from five to 17): seven 

st dents failing over the same item is not half of 17, b t an indicator of a negative pattern. 

The experts co ld mark so rce sentences as ‘ nclear’, if they were  nable to detect a 

negative commonality in m ltiple translations, i.e. if the flaws in translations were  niq e and 

individ al to each translation. This excl ded idiosyncratic instances where individ al 

translators st mbled over  nspecific and  ncommon items. Tho gh idiosyncratic 
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inadeq acies can be a sign of cognitive overload (Ehrensberger-Dow and Massey 2014; 

Ovchinnikova and Pavlova 2016), we were interested in capt ring SL items that that were 

systematically responsible for less acceptable sol tions. 

The problems of meas ring inter-annotator agreement for this analysis are similar to the 

ones reported for error annotation (see, for example, disc ssions in Artstein and Poesio 

[2008]; Lommel, Popović and B rchardt [2014]). As in error analysis, the annotation for this 

project involved (1) selecting spans of interest on the SL side of the parallel data and (2) 

categorising these spans  sing 41 tags for categories from the textbooks. The scheme allowed 

overlapping or embedded items of vario s length and n mber in each sentence as well as 

assigning several tags to the same ST item. To st dy reliability at each stage, the three experts 

cross-annotated a sample of 30 so rce sentences, which was  sed to calc late (1) the average 

ratio of the spans annotated in the same place of the so rce sentence by every pair of raters; 

and (2) the average pair-wise similarity of the three freq ency-ranked lists of annotated ST 

items. For the latter we  sed weighted Kendall's ta  (τ) correlation index for ranked data. The 

coefficient was chosen beca se it gives preference to the agreement in the top of the lists, and 

we are interested in exactly that - the ST items with the highest freq encies in o r analysis. 

We  se the ta -b version which acco nts for ties that are possible in o r small validation 

sample. 

Note that ten additional so rce sentences were  sed as a training and calibration set to 

adj st the  nderstanding of the categories and the task between the experts before the 

annotators prod ced the cross-annotated set; these sentences were excl ded from the data 

 sed for meas ring reliability. 

To acco nt for the agreement on the location of spans, we man ally aligned all selected 

items in the cross-annotated sample for each pair of annotators. We ignored the mismatches 

in the precise scope of the tagged item beca se some of o r categories (s ch as syntactic 
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complexity or ca sative constr ctions) allowed flexible annotation. The average ratio of 

spans that coincided in the three annotations amo nted to 81% of the average n mber of 

spans for each pair of annotators. 

To eval ate the agreement in the categorisation s btask with Kendall τ, the lists of tags 

prod ced by the annotators were converted into category-aligned freq ency lists. These lists 

were  sed to estimate the coefficient. For this metric val es close to 1 indicate strong 

agreement, and val es close to -1 indicate strong disagreement. After averaging the val es for 

the three annotator pairs, we obtained the weighted τ > 0.76. 

Table 5 reflects the res lts of the analysis and contains a list of the top 20 English 

categories that ca se persistent inadeq acies in translations and, therefore, present observed 

translational diffic lties. 

Table 5. The 20 most freq ent areas of diffic lty 

Category or  nit cases nominalisation 10 

collocational differences 81 idioms and proverbs 10 

lexical ambig ity 73 disco rse markers 9 

terms 23 non-h man s bjects as 9 

complex syntax 21 agents 

complex NP 20 prop words 8 

proper names 17 contrastive  se of prono ns 8 

non-finite forms and 17 
cla ses 
contrastive word order 15 
false friends 15 
differences in 14 
conventionalised 
referencing 
ambig o s f nction word 14 
cliché 13 
information str ct re 11 
metaphor and metonymy 10 
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The ranking in Table 5 is dominated by English lexis, which seems to generate the greatest 

n mber of inadeq acies. Cross-ling istic collocational differences defy literal renditions and 

req ire changes, sometimes q ite s bstantial ones, incl ding on syntactic level. Highly 

polysemo s English words, context al ambig ities and words of general semantics are other 

so rces of persistent errors in learner translations. The types of corresponding errors can vary 

from distortions of the ST meaning and nonsensical seq ences to awkward wordings. From 

the point of view of translation competences, these errors can mean an inability to identify the 

context al meaning of the SL items, a lack of knowledge of their semantic str ct re (see the 

example with funny above), an inability to critically review the target text for coherence and 

fl ency, or a lack of flexibility in the target lang age, i.e. inability to re-phrase. 

The freq encies for the other categories form a descending order with no gaps. The 

three categories that were not  sed by any of the annotators are archaisms, elliptical cla ses 

and abbreviations. 

5. Discussion 

This section disc sses the cases of diffic lty enco ntered by st dents with regard to the 

syllab s ta ght and taking into acco nt the scope of potential problems anticipated in the 

textbooks. This comparison is limited to the 20 most freq ent items observed in the learner 

translations, shown in Table 5. In what follows we offer a comparison between a typical 

training syllab s (i.e. o r mod le) informed by the textbooks and the major areas of diffic lty 

as exposed in this st dy. O r observations cover three major SL items: (1) SL items not 

incl ded in the ta ght syllab s and only occasionally mentioned in the textbooks, b t fo nd 

among the major translation diffic lties enco ntered by st dents; (2) SL items disc ssed 

d ring training b t still presenting a problem for st dents; and (3) SL items freq ently 

disc ssed b t not revealed as a major problem empirically. In each gro p items are treated in 
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the order of importance. D e to space constraints, we cannot afford to detail all translation 

problems in each category. 

5.1 Observed SL-Related Problems Underrepresented in Textbooks 

We fo nd that o r st dents have more iss es with processing SL lexis than grammar, which 

is in contrast with the content of the textbooks, which give preference to grammatical iss es. 

The two most salient lexical iss es are disc ssed in 5.2 as they are recognised as important in 

the textbooks and in o r training co rse. Here we draw attention to the ones that are largely 

neglected. 

A n mber of errors were ca sed by m lti-word terms from vario s domains that occ r 

in mass-media texts. The st dents relied on the general lang age correspondences for the 

components, instead of looking for the established variants. For example, in the shift of 

income away from the middle class toward a small elite, the term/phrase never received an 

adeq ate rendition similar to ‘redistrib tion of income in favo r of’, b t only vario s literal 

translations for ‘shift’. The same tendency to treat terminological phrases as free word 

combinations is noticeable in the translations of ‘social divergences in European societies’, 

‘social exclusion’, ‘analyses of ice cores taken from Greenland’ (archaeology), ‘qualifying 

places in the Olympics’ (sports). This type of problem is totally neglected in both the 

textbooks and the practical translation co rse attended by o r st dents. Phraseology sections, 

often incl ded in translation textbooks,  s ally cover fig rative set phrases s ch as proverbs. 

The other two error-prone lexical categories worth highlighting incl de cliché and 

lang age-specific conventions of referring to real-world sit ations. Neither were formally 

covered in the training co rse the st dents received, and they have low visibility in the 

textbooks. 
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Cliché can be defined as a collocation, often a non-fig rative semi-set phrase or a 

phrasal verb, especially freq ently  sed in mass media (to show promise, to control the 

narrative, to step away from). The nat re of sol tions aligned with these items demonstrates 

that the st dents do not recognise them as indivisible translation  nits. 

Altho gh differences in conventionalised referencing are well addressed in theoretical 

disc ssion of translation, they seem to be very neglected in practical training. This category 

has to do with cross-ling istic differences in how typical sit ations of the real world are 

evoked in the speaker’s mind. The examples to ill strate this category are ‘We will do this 

later in the day’ and ‘He had a few books to read in his bag’, where the parts in italics, when 

literary reprod ced in R ssian so nd very odd. In o r data there were q ite a few cases where 

many independent translators reprod ced the English way to identify the sit ations and only a 

few of their peers came  p with more nat ral renditions. For example, a reference to one’s 

early years in English can be ‘when Dorothy was a little girl, she believed…’ A f nctionally 

similar reference in R ssian is likely to be (in back-translation) ‘In (early) childhood, 

Dorothy believed…’. Literal renditions are translationese giveaways. This can be confirmed 

by the freq encies of the respective renditions in the R ssian National Corp s5, for example. 

In terms of grammatical categories, o r translators demonstrated an overall so nd grasp 

of them. The leading grammatical factor that affected translation q ality was complex syntax, 

especially if it involved parenthetical appositives (e.g. Current photovoltaic-cell technology, 

typically a semiconductor-based system, is expensive) or str ct rally homogeneo s elements, 

which were diffic lt to fit into the same syntactic str ct re in translation d e to combinability 

iss es. At the same time, whenever the st dents had to restr ct re a sentence and rearrange 

information, the translations wo ld lack fl ency. This demonstrates that st dents can lack the 

ability to reform late and recast the same message in a n mber of forms. Dedicated exercises 

5 https://r scorpora.r /new/en/index.html 
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to develop this skill are not  s al in textbooks, and sho ld be introd ced at the early stages of 

professional training. Unfort nately, fl ency iss es associated with syntactically challenging 

SL sentences are only part of the problem. In many cases, st dents co ld not interpret the 

message of s ch sentences and invented their own meanings, misrepresenting the ST. 

This SL iss e was not specifically addressed in the act al training co rse offered to 

st dents. In fact, they dealt with simpler texts that did not carry long and str ct rally 

challenging sentences. As a res lt only three o t of 14 st dents were able to provide 

acceptable renditions for the sentence: Similar assumptions held in the  K, right up until the 

results of the 2017 election: the young didn't vote, and couldn't be persuaded to; if your 

manifesto had any money kicking around for vote-winning promises, they should be made to 

the old, who would at least be listening. 

A m ch-disc ssed and theoretically anticipated problem in English-R ssian translation 

is word order and associated iss es with the thematic and information str ct re (or in Firbas’ 

[1992] terms, the f nctional sentence perspective) which receives s bstantial treatment in 

Mona Baker’s practical translation textbook (2011). For the lang age pair disc ssed here, 

word order is a prominent contrastive point. In o r experience, the translation-teaching 

comm nity is well aware of this problem. At the same time, the analysed textbooks largely 

ignore this iss e, and it was not formally bro ght  p in the training received by o r st dents. 

One explanation is that this category is diffic lt to address in sentence-level exercises 

preferred in many man als. Unlike many editions, especially earlier ones, o r practical 

mod le incl des text-level activities, which invite st dents to apply their skills in coherent 

mini-contexts, b t word order and the iss es with the flow of information in the text are not 

foc sed. 

Finally, we have registered repetitive dysfl encies associated with contrastive  se of 

prono ns, especially of indefinite and possessive types. This problem deserved more 
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prominence in textbooks and training. Prono ns s ch as every and any are often translated 

with their direct correspondences, which does not create an  ngrammatical str ct re b t leads 

to freq ency errors that prod ce a characteristic foreign so nd in translations. The 

observation is confirmed by previo s research into translationese trends in English-to-

R ssian learner translation (K nilovskaya et al. 2018). The same is tr e for personal 

prono ns that are more freq ent in English, especially in the descriptions of h man poses and 

actions (e.g. she smiled through her tears, or every member of our modern society), where 

they are  s ally not  sed in R ssian. 

5.2 Cases of persistent problems: SL items inadeq ately learnt 

This section disc sses some of the iss es that rank highly on the training agenda, b t still 

prove very challenging for st dents. This raises q estions abo t the effectiveness of the 

learning activities. 

Q antitatively, an overwhelming n mber of the observed translational diffic lties is 

generated by collocational differences, when a straightforward rendition of a valid English 

collocation is either impossible or problematic with regard to the context. For example, the 

great myth that every high school student must go on to college to be successful wo ld 

probably be better rendered as ‘a widespread misbelief’ than literally. See also a typical 

inadeq ate rendition of to ensure which ignores cross-ling istic differences in collocational 

properties of semantically similar items in the two lang ages: 

I now invite the Greek authorities to ensure that these projects are well and 

efficiently implemented. - И сейчас я призываю власти Греции убедиться в 

эффективности внедренных проектов [And now I call for the Greek authorities to 

assure themselves that the implemented projects are effective]. 
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The sol tion based on str ct ral parallelism and a very literal rendition (instead of the 

context ally more appropriate обеспечить) res lted in a distortion of meaning: in this 

translation the projects appear to have been implemented, while in the so rce these are f t re 

projects. 

The problems with the lexical choice observed in o r corp s are also typically 

provoked by English lexical/context al ambig ity and generic words that req ire narrowing 

in translation. An example of the former is the word agency in They no longer took pride in 

their democratic agency. The st dents erroneo sly interpret the word as meaning ‘a b siness 

or organisation established to provide a partic lar service’ instead of ‘action or intervention, 

especially s ch as to prod ce a partic lar effect’. A similar problem is presented by a host of 

semantically weak English words that f nction as str ct re-filling words. They are 

notorio sly diffic lt to fit in translations that retain the original syntactic str ct re. These 

incl de s ch words as thing, matter, pattern, stuff, wrong, to suffer, to enjoy, and to address. 

In many cases the most adeq ate sol tion wo ld be to avoid translating these words as 

separate  nits. 

Translation problems are also triggered by seemingly familiar lexical items. While 

o r st dents do not make o tright errors with the well-known English-R ssian ‘false friends’ 

(e.g. actual, dramatic, complexion and fabric were s ccessf lly tackled in o r sample), they 

occasionally fall victim to the misleading similarity of form or morphemic str ct re. We have 

registered m ltiple misinterpretations of national in phrases like decisions made at national 

level (национальный instead of государственный), literal renditions of composite modifiers 

in NPs like well-documented cultures (хорошо задокументированные культуры instead of 

хорошо изученные культуры) and words of Latin origin with a different collocational 

pattern in R ssian (e.g. dominant position). Significant problems were ca sed by anecdote in 

a brilliant polling anecdote that came up during interviews from an article in The Economist 
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on the electoral behavio r of spo ses. Predictably, the st dents  ncritically followed the 

association with the freq ent R ssian word that means ‘a joke, a f nny story’, instead of 

selecting a more context ally-appropriate variant similar to ‘an interesting observation’. 

An effective teaching strategy for this set of problems is proposed by Kübler et al. 

(2018) and other researchers promoting corp s-based approaches to translator ed cation. To 

address these iss es, we have introd ced Corpora in Translation Practice, a dedicated 

training mod le described in detail in K nilovskaya (2018), b t we were  nable to trace its 

effects, as o r c rrent data does not incl de translations from st dents who have taken that 

co rse. 

6. Conclusion 

This research project presents a corp s-based method to verify the content of translator 

training against empirical evidence. A large error-annotated m lti-parallel learner corp s was 

 sed to establish SL categories that are likely to lead to less adeq ate translation sol tions. 

The corp s was collected over several years and incl ded translations prod ced by final-year 

translation degree  ndergrad ate st dents. The error annotation was performed as part of the 

feedback and eval ation proced re adopted in o r translation degree programme; the 

annotation process was based on a p blicly available error taxonomy and followed annotation 

g idelines. 

The research methodology is largely based on contrastive-comparative man al 

analysis, which aims to reveal SL-related diffic lties shared by most/many st dents in o r 

learner translator pop lation. A significant portion of the annotated data called for a 

motivated downsizing method to prod ce a sample condensing negative commonalities of the 

corp s for man al analysis. To this end, we  sed error statistics from m ltiple translations 

and calc lated an empirical so rce sentence translation complexity index: more errors led to 
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lower q ality of translation which itself was indicative of a more diffic lt so rce sentence and 

was q antified as having a higher complexity index. 

The analysis and annotation of SL-related iss es was based on an inventory of the 41 

items disc ssed in the 46 p blished translation textbooks as potential translation problems. 

Textbooks on translation practice tend to emphasise English grammatical categories 

on the ass mption that L1 R ssian translators find it more diffic lt to interpret str ct ral 

properties English ST, especially where there is a stark contrast between the two lang age 

systems. The a thors invariably disc ss the  se of English determiners, passive voice, 

causative constructions and sequence of tenses. These topics rank highly in translation 

textbooks and are incl ded in translator training. However, we have not seen these items 

ca sing major problems to o r learners. 

Contrary to o r expectations and the expectations reported in the literat re, in their 

independent work o r st dents effectively differentiated the meanings of English modal verbs 

and co nteracted the nat ral p ll to  se str ct rally parallel modal predicates with the 

epistemic can. Similarly, English passive, ca sative and elliptical str ct res appear to have 

been handled well in translation. 

Generally, the analysis of m ltiple learner translations indicates that there are few 

translation problems that go  ndetected. Senior translation  ndergrad ates are mostly aware 

of the problems that need solving: they refrain from literal renditions and attempt vario s 

coping strategies, incl ding omitting the diffic lt parts. The errors often occ r beca se these 

attempts are not always s ccessf l. This can be indicative of poor TL writing skills. 

Before we t rn o r attention to the pedagogical implications, we wo ld like to point o t 

a few methodological limitations of the proposed approach. First, the SL categories  sed for 

categorisation of annotated spans in STs intersect in some cases. The experts were seen to 

offer alternative b t q ite legitimate interpretations for the same ST item. They were 
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instr cted to assign either of the competing tags or both of them, depending on their 

 nderstanding of which property of the ST item ind ced more problems in translations. For 

example, vario s awkward renditions of the cla se corporate interests are actually doing 

better in a somewhat depressed economy can be attrib ted either to the combination of the 

non-h man s bject with an agentive predicate, or to the semantic ambig ity of the s bject, or 

to cross-ling istic collocational differences. Similarly, the category of information str ct re 

and word order (as well as determiners and emphatic means when they f nctioned as markers 

of the information arrangement) appeared to have a wide intersection, which led to 

disagreements between the experts. Another limitation of o r approach is that it does not 

acco nt for cases where st dents were s ccessf l in coping with hypothesised SL challenges. 

To obtain a probability of a so rce item to trigger translation iss es wo ld req ire a different 

research design. 

The findings from this research can be  sed to improve teaching practices in 

translator ed cation along at least three lines. 

First, these findings call for changes to the content of the practical co rse offered to 

st dents at the initial stages of their professional ed cation. It is worth reconsidering the 

priorities on this co rse and giving preference to c rrently ignored items that proved 

challenging in act al translations. They incl de (in order of importance): m lti-word terms, 

clichés and lang age-specific referencing conventions, sentences with complex syntax, word 

order, etc. (see 5.1). The choice of foc sed items m st take into acco nt the freq ency of 

their occ rrence in a typical translation task. For mass-media texts, socio-political 

terminology, neologisms and complex syntax with non-finite cla ses have higher priority 

than translating archaisms and stylistic devices other than metaphor. It seems that by the time 

o r learners start professional training they have good  nderstanding of English tenses, 
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determiners, comparative constr ctions and passive voice forms, so these didactic items can 

probably give way to more relevant topics. 

Secondly, o r findings indicate that some of the most pop lar teaching techniq es 

might be not ideal. It makes sense to introd ce st dents to available reference corpora and 

develop their corp s q ery skills to eq ip st dents with an effective strategy to overcome 

fl ency problems associated with incorrect collocations, wrong word choice and s b-optimal 

sol tions for proper names, as well as for finding more nat ral wordings aro nd context al 

key words. 

We wo ld like to emphasise that translation is an essentially disco rse-based activity. 

The n mber of sentence-level exercises sho ld be red ced to give preference to text-based 

tasks. Some of the iss es identified in this analysis are better s ited for disco rse-based rather 

than sentence-based translation tasks. It is especially relevant for contrastive word order and 

diverging means of arranging information in the text, for selecting the appropriate level of 

detail to present a referent and for prod cing a nat rally coherent TT, especially with regard 

to the  se of disco rse markers and prono ns. Some deficiencies of translations s ch as 

freq ency calq es can only be capt red at the text level. 

Finally, the empirically-motivated list of translation problems can be  sed to 

constr ct remedial exercises and diagnostic tests, and to raise both st dents’ and teachers’ 

awareness of them. 

Generally, the comparison of the problems attested in learner translations and those 

hypothesised in the textbooks (as well as covered in act al training received by translators) 

s ggests that there is room for adj sting teaching materials to act al st dents’ needs. We 

demonstrated that a wide range of SL items, which o r st dents str ggled with most, are 

 nder-represented in the textbooks and neglected in training. Some SL categories remained 

challenging despite the fact that they were covered in training and in the textbooks. This 
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might call for a change in teaching methodology  sed to address them. We can tentatively 

s ggest that some SL items can afford to lose their prominence in a practical translation 

syllab s as they do not generate persistent problems in translations. 

This st dy also explored the  sability of a typical error-annotated learner translator 

corp s for solving one of the key tasks s ch reso rces are s pposed to address: detecting SL 

items that systematically ca se problems for st dents. One general take-away message of this 

st dy is that the common set p of translation error annotation – marking- p spans on the 

target lang age side only – makes it diffic lt to access the SL triggers of the errors. At the 

same time, it is cr cial to  nderstand where the c rrent st dents make the most errors to 

allocate training time and effort effectively. This st dy indicates that, maybe, it makes sense 

to look for and adopt new annotation formats that allow ro tine error annotation of both sides 

of parallel data. This will help to q ickly access the tro blesome SL items, witho t the need 

to painf lly re-annotate the data later. However, the methodology s ggested in this st dy can 

be  sed for the existing learner translator projects that do not have SL annotation. 
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